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Institutional/Financial 
Aspects of Nonpoint 
Source Controls 
BRIDGING THE·GAP BETWEEN WAT.ER QUALITY AND.,NONPOINT 
SOURCE"ACTIVITJES: A CONTINUUM OF INSTITUTIONAL 
ARRANGEM�NTS • ' 
·' 
BART HAGUE "' I ·' 
U.S.'Epvjr�mmental J;>rot�ion Aaency 
Boston, ,Massachusetts 
.-----'-,---- ABSTRACT --------. standards and criteria 411iler the water poiMion control 
Successful' nonpoint source control Implementation nr r- laws prohibiting discharge of pollutants into the waters of 
qulres·llevlsing lnstitutlonallll!ga� arrangements to draw the Nation. . torrnl!lly ,the various ,interests and agencies respoJ1Sible Then, Informal, voluntary education, technical assist-for Best Managert)Bnt Ptactices (BMP's) into the water ance, inspection, 'apd s'elf-policirig programs may help q�'!\itY',in_a�agqment prbcesS; yet, at the 8ame time, lor- people adapt their actlv�ieS to preire'ht or reduce NPS maiJZe the role of the State Water Quality Management poiMion. lnlormill educiltiori ana technic!IJ!assistanee ef-(WQM) agencies. EPA and the New England States have forts must teach the'larmEjY.iii the'field, the logger in the established.!"' array of meqt>�n!�'!'s by w�ich Stat� WQM woods and the b' ·ilder on the ba' i:k lot. Offen, the most agencies formally Involve the State forestar, timber indus- •u 
try, construction lndustf}l an\! agrlcuHural interests In ac- effective way of rea9hlng them iS'throug'h·assoclates who 
,tMties rangi�g !fom techni"!'i."'"!istance on BMP certife share their Interests, prolessioluifi?tiowledge: or eommU:. 
catiqn an� •• plan, fev\e!" .to lirl)lted,. Inspection. nlty valueS. - t· 'r ' • Correspondmg mechanisms tor Jlackup enforcement by The final !rtep, formal inspection and regulation, must the f?tate WQM agen� l'.ttorney_'General, and EPA vary. be waiting in the wings as backup. Here, the State Water This presentation ouilines and ..Valuates 'the experience Resources investigato� and the COfl'lpliance officer be-whh these mechanisms<>Ve�th'e past 5 years, suggesting come Involved. 1f violations persist, the attorney general lmprov�men!S, refinements, 'or new mechanisms lor the may prosecute. Final"' the responsible Federal or State· futur8. The evaluatidn.coVers a continuum of measures ·� 
from the voluntary to ·backuJ> enforcement, and from. pri- agency mvst evaluate the effectiveness of the Informal 
vate to public "!"P!'naibllltles. arrangements in ,cBrrying out the formal mandates. oj the 
INTRODUCTION 
r •'' ' '  ' 
., 
Nonpolnt sources �NPS)·bY delinnion·are diffuse, wide­
spread, and subtle. Thelr'cbntrol toiiches th& daily liv'es of 
countless iridlvi!luals, groClps,.and enterprises. Best mane 
agement practices (BMP's)'lo control nonfX>Inr pollution 
must becolne intagrated in diverse activities through a mix 
of informal and'formal�or'voluntary and-contractual rela­
tlonships--'sometlmes labeiEKI nonragulatory 'and regula-
lor)< • .• 
Nonpoint source programs Include both formal arid ine 
formal steps: formal standards setting, Informal education 
and techni!:al'assislance;llollowed by formal inspection 
and enfotcemenl• First, Federal/State water quality mane 
agement agencies must formally adopt water quality 
laws, �ards 1\!ld PJBSCriped B�P'!!· 
A ConUnuurn of Formal and'fniormal 
�ngeml!nts for Water Quality BMP's 
For succeSsful honpoint source control, the lnst�utional 
arrangementS must draw those affilcted by the controls 
into the formal 'water quality management process. The 
formal environmental agency objectives, standards, and 
BMP's must be Incorporated Info diverse economic activl· 
lies. Usual!}\ water qual� objectives and BMP's can tie 
best jntegrated Into these activities through Informal ar· 
rangements Involving fellow workers or professionals, 
friends, or neighbors in whom the operator places per­
sonal oonflcfence and trust. At the same time, the formal 
mandate for the public Interest must-be meL Social sciene 
lists have developed a body of theory on the role ol lnfor· 
mal and formal groups In tlie adoption 6f new practi� 
(Homans. 1950; Spicer,' 1952; Wilkening, 1950). 
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PERSPECTIVES ON NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION 
This presentation outlines and evaluates experience 
with informal, voluntary arrangements for providing edu­
cation and technical assistance and, in some cases, in­
spection and compliance to carry out the mandate of the 
formal Federal/State standards. It suggests improv&. 
ments, refinements, and conditions for success of various 
approaches. . 
Though prilgrams are labeled regulatory and nonregu­
latory, in practice nonpoint source programs entail a series 
of formal and informal steps using a range of approaches: 
formal lor setting standards; informal for education, tech­
nical assistance, and initial implementation; and formal for 
backup enforcement if informal efforts fail. 
Informal arrangements are most appropriate for activi­
ties that are dispersed, intimately associated with family 
operations, voluntary in contrast to contractual, and rural 
in contrast to urban. Generally, activities rank in order from 
the informaUvoluntary to the formal/contractual in the fol­
lowing order: agriculture, forestry, on-site waste disposal. 
Individual home construction, oil and hazardous materials 
handling, and large-scale construction. 
The major types of institutional arrangements bringing 
formal programs closer to the people are: 
1 .  Voluntary associations. Enlist voluntary associa­
tions of the industry or activity that the formal agency is 
trying to reach, e.g., trade associations and lake or water­
shed associations. 
2. Professional affiliation. Enlist fellow professionals. 
They can be presumed to be mons knowledgeable and 
understanding of one's activities and problems, even if 
they have formal regulatory responsibilities. 
3. State programs with local option. Involve locali­
ties, regional agencies or district. Local governments are 
perceived to be more responsive to local needs and activi­
ties than State or Federal agencies: 
Case Evaluations 
The cases to be evaluat� cove! a.continuum of measures 
from the informal/voluntary, to the formal/contractual, 
demonstrating both ;;>rLvate .and public responsibiliti'!S. 
The .cases rangE),.in .orde� of increasing formality, from the 
Vermont Timber Ha"r)le�ters and Truckers Association self­
pOlicing program, .New !;lampshire regulations on earth­
disturbing constructio� ancj forestry activi\i_�. and Massa­
chusetts Minimum Forest Cutting Practices Regulations, 
to Maine and Vermont Statewide Environmental Laws with 
Local OP.tion. 
· · 
Vermont Timber 7i"uckers and Pr6d,ucers 
AssOciation 
To help implement BMP's for forest practices recom­
mended in the Vermont Water Quality "Management Pian, 
5 years ago the Vermont Timber Truckers and Ptoducets 
Association set up a Cofl1mlttee to provide education and 
technical assistance and to investigate complaints. The 
Association, made up of over 200 loggers, truckers, milr 
owners and OJlllratprs, landowQers, aryd .pro(!lssiopal for­
esters, reflects the logger and his 'laiues,.rf!aching out to 
him through his own peers. (Vt.Jimber Truck. Prod. 1\ssn., 
1984). . . Initially, the Vermont Timber Truckers. and Producers 
Association, the Vermont Agency for Environmental Con­
servation, Cooperative.Extension Servic\1. and Soil Con­
servation Service joinijy prepared !' PCl!'k�t handbook, 
Guide for Controlling Soil Ero�ion and V\(�ter Pollution on 
Logging Jobs in Vermont,.and cond�qted workshops with. 
loggers thrqughout the �ate (Vt. Agencx Environ. Con· 
serv., 1979). The booklet and workshops were funded by a 
grant from the U.S. Environmental Prot�ction.Agency. 
To follow up, the Vermont:Agen_cy of Environmental 
Conservation refers complaints about logging jobs pollut­
ing streams and lakes to the Vermont Timber Truckers and 
Producers Association. A local Association committee 
member visits the site with the logger to investigate the 
complaint. If there is a problem, the committee member 
encourages the logger to apply the appropriate BMP's. If 
the logger does not voluntarily comply, the case is referred 
to a State Water Resource investigator for formal investi· 
gation, technical assistance and possible legal action. A 
violator risks having his job shut down and may be subject 
to fines of up to $25,000 a day under the laws governing 
turbidity and discharge of pollutants. 
The process for registering complaints, followup, and 
reporting results is formally spelled out lor the public re­
cord. The steps are clearly outlined on a Department of 
Water Resources form: location, nature and source of 
complaint; investigation and followup action by an Associ­
ation committee member; results of reinspection; and 
action taken in case of noncompliance. Figure t is a copy 
of the Complaint Record Memo. 
Two years ago, the Association, Agency of Environmen­
tal Conservation and other parties held a workshop to 
review the progress of the program, to emphasize the 
continuing mission, and to motivate those involved. 
The program's'success can' be measured by the volun­
tary adoption of BMP's as a routine part of logging ppera­
tions and by the decline in complaints. Settling basins are 
now installed in the course of clear-cutting. A major paper 
company requires filter strips and water bars as P.art of )he 
job, holding back $1.00 a cord in payment to the logger 
until BMP's have·proved successful. The volume Of com­
plaints has fallen nea�y 75 per6ent since the beginning of 
the program 5 years ago. Only one problem has been 
referred to the Attorney General. This decline in com­
plaints occurred" during a period of increased logging, in­
creased clear-cutting, and heightened concern over water 
qualil}t The· State's Water Resources investigators find 
that involvement of fellow loggers in education 1ufd en­
forcement encouraged adoption of BMP's. They are satis­
fied that "adeqvate BMP's have been chosen imd imple­
mented. 
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New Hampshire Statewide Erosion and 
Sediment Control Program 
The New Hampshire Water Supply and Pollution Control 
Commission amended ·its dredge ahd fill·r�gulations un­
der the Water Pollution Control Statutes (RS�.149:.8-a) on 
April 18, 1981, io .requins,perrriitS" for timber himlesting 
and construciion activities )hat significantlY. alter file ter­
rain or affect water quality:(N.fj. Water Supply Pollut. Con­
trol Comm., 1982). Anyone undertaking earth-disturbing 
activities must obtain a permtt from-the Commission •for 
commercial logging or for residential or commercial con­
struction affecting over 1 00,000 square feet in or adjacent 
to surface waters. 
Under the forestry permit, an operator acknowledges 
familiarity with and agrees to apply BMP's such as those 
outlined in New Hampshire's pocket handbook, Timber 
Harvesting Prl!ctices for. Controlling Erosion· (N.H. Water 
Supply Pollut.-Control Comm,, 1979): State forest rangers 
advise operators on these· pra�tices. If .voluntary efforts 
fail :and compl'!ints are registered, the Water Supply and 
P.ollution Control Commission investigates and issues 
cease and desist·orders. The Commission devotes the 
equivalent of one full-time· person to inspection and en­
forcement. As many as one or two cease and desist orders 
are issued per week. � . .  • 
Before the program began operating.�198D-8.3), com­
plaints averaged fiv'! a week, but now have fallen to two.a 
week. Of these, approximately 60 percent are resolved at 
or nea,r initial contact. 
l 
INSTJTUTIONAUFINANCIAL ASPECTS OF NONPOINT SOURCE CONTROLS 
Department of Water Resources 
COMPLAINT RECORD MEMO FOR LOGGING JOBS 
To Be Completed by Water Resources Investigator. 
A.M. 
. . .  Date Rec .. .  . . . . . .  ; 19 . . . . . . .  Time . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  P.M . Report No . .  
Complaint by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Address 
Received by . . . . . .  
"Screened by . . . . . .  
' 
Nature of Complaint: 
Phone . . . . . .  
. .  . . . . Title 
. . . . . .  Date .. . . . . . . . . . . . .  , 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
A.M. 
19 . . . . . . .  Time... . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . . .  . P.M . 
D Siltation of D Stream D Pond D Other 
D Tree Tops in Stream 
D Skidding through Active Stream 
D Other 
Explain: . . . . .  
To lie Completed by Vermont Timber Truckers and Producers Association Committee Member 
Person Investigated-
·� �ain.e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  
Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Date Contacted . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  , 19 . .  
Exact Location of �g Job 
. . . . . .  Phone 
c-ommittee Member 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
. . . . . .  · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · ·  · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
.
· ·  
· Cause of Complaint 
Recpmmended Action to F;liminate Problem: 
D Install water bags or dips D Relocate landing 
D Remove treetops or brush from stream D Mulch or seed landings or skid paths 
D �ridg,e stream D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .  . 
' 
Reinspected by . . . . . . . . .  
Watet' Qlla\ity Problem, Eliminated D Yes 
Signature of Committee Member . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . ' 
NON COMPUANCE ONLY 
Date . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . 
No D 
'fumed over to Water Resources Investigator Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .  
' 
Date . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , 19 . . . . . . . . .  . 
.. 
Action Taken 
. . . . . . .  : . . . . . .  .-: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Figure 1 .-Complalnt form used In Vermont was developed by a committee from the Vermont Timber Truckers and Pro­
ducers Association. This self·pollclng program represents high cooperation among private Industry, State, and Federal 
personnel. 
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PERSPECTIVES'ON NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION 
Unlike Vermont, New Hampshire has not formalized or 
publicized procedures for referring violations from the 
State forester to the Water Supply and Pollution Commis­
sion for investigation and enforcement. Fewer than 20 per­
cent of the complaints were made after encouragement by 
the foresters; approximately 80 percent came directly 
from the public. Some foresters have been more involved 
that others, as would be expected. In addition, the Coop­
erative Extension Foresters have limited their role to edu­
cational activities, avoiding involvement with the regula­
tory activities of the Commission. Without formal 
procedures, the State and Extension foresters may not 
feel comfortable taking action or reporting violations to the 
Commission. Split authority makes "buck passing" a con­
cern. 
Under a construction permit, an applicant submits a 
plan for erosion/sediment control measures, runoff treat­
ment, and flood management. Drawing on the Durham, 
New Hampshire, National Urban Runoff Project (U.S. En­
viron. Prot. Agency, 1984), the Commission has worked 
with builders and designers to develop design criteria for 
swales and vegetative surfaces to absorb runoff. Commis­
sion staff site visits may lead to redesign or subsequently 
to enforcement. All applications are ultimately approved, 
with conditions. The Commission staff feels that appli­
cants prefer to negotiate on reasonable conditions rather 
than incur costs in delays in approval. Only a couple of 
permit violations have been reported. A very small per­
centage (5 to 10 percent) of construction activities are 
undertaken without a permit, according to staff. 
Workload and staff limitations preclude much attention 
to followup visits and compliance monitoring. An average 
of two applications per day are received with as many as 
five per day during the peak construction season. Aside 
from a special coastal officer, the Commission can devote 
the equivalent of only one staff-year to the program 
throughout the State, including the rapidly developing 
south central Interstate 93 corridor. Efforts are limited to 
reviewing applications, with limited site evaluation. Site 
visits average three to five per week. Few followup visits 
for compliance monitoring take place. Coastal Zone Man­
agement grants provide an additional officer to serve the 
seven coastal towns. This officer is able to work more 
closely with the towns and applicants. The officer can visit 
each site .and conduct followup inspections. On the basis 
of the success demonstrated in the coastal towns, two 
officers ·would be added to followup compliance through­
out the State if funds were available. 
No cases have been referred to the attorney general 
during the past few years because of the State's enforce­
ment priorities. 
Massachusetts Minimum Forest Cutting 
Practices Regulations 
Massachusetts has recently undergone a metamorphosis 
from a rarely enforced formal law on the books toward 
regulations perceived as more practical, more informal, 
and in most parties' mutual interest. On January 1 ,  1984, 
the Massachusetts Division of Forests and Parks adopted 
new Minimum Forest Cutting Practices Regulations (Ma. 
State Forest. Comm., 1984) requiring operators to file a 
cutting plan. The plan includes BMP's to protect water 
quality, such as filter strips and road and skid trail stan­
dards. The State foresters and wardens review and ap­
prove the plans and follow up on compliance. Local con­
servatibri commissions can notify the" state foresters of 
concerns and violatiors. • 
This type of regulatory program only recently gained 
acceptance as a realistic way to implement a long-dor­
mant law, on the books since 1943, requiring forest plans 
and cutting permits. Several mutual interests converged 
to support the change. The timber industry sought mini­
mum standards applicable to all operators to assure equi­
table competition in the face of alleged fly-by-night opera­
tors who would bid high, disregard cutting standards, and 
leave landowners dissatisfied with harvesting timber. Sev­
eral towns had recently adopted their own individual regu­
lations, setting a trend toward crazy quilt regulation. For 
the first time, new State Wetlands Protection Regula�qns 
specified minimum cutting practices, but exempted an op­
erator from the more lengthy and complex wetlands regu­
latory process if he had a State-approved forest cutting 
plan (Ma. Dep. of Environ. Qual. Eng., 1983). Loggers felt 
more comfortable in deanng with State foresters than with 
lOCal conservation commissioners. 
Despite past opposition to this regulatory scheme, the 
various parties now express satisfaction. Though site vis­
its are mandatory only for wetlands or steep slopes, the 
foresters or wardens have actually been visiting most 
sites, educating loggers on BMP's. Landowners and log­
gers are just learning of the new regulations so considera­
ble cutting is taking place without plans. The importance 
of publicity that actually reaches landowners and loggers 
cannot be overstated. 
State Programs with Local Option 
Maine and Vermont have statewide minimum standards 
for new development. Maine gives localities the option to 
administer their own programs, while Vermont delegates 
administration to nine districts, retaining a greater degree 
of State control. 
Maine's statewide environmental laws, notably the 
Shoreland Zoning Act and the Site Location Act, provide 
statewide minimum standards and a framework within 
which localities can play as formal or informal a role as 
they choose (Maine State Plann. Off., 1984). Effectiveness 
depends on the degree of local initiative, the dedication of 
resources, and, above all, the will to exercise persuasion, 
approval/denial, and enforcement. Communities have the 
opportunity to adapt laws to local conditions, but, by the 
same token, they can remain passive participants in a 
local network of intergroup and personal relationships that 
condone lax practices and violations. 
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The role of local code enforcement officials is being 
formalized so that the responsible individual acquires a 
sense of professionalism and an official role beyond the 
network of lOCal, often familial, relationships. 
For over 1 0  years, State trained and certified evaluators 
have determined the suitability of sites for septic systems. 
Certification has formalized their role and set public ex­
pectations that they will follow the law. In 1984, the Maine 
Legislature considered requiring local code enforcement 
officers to become certified through training. Altl)ough the 
requirement did not pass in its entirety, certification is now 
a prerequisite to presenting cases in court. This eliminates 
the extra expense of hiring special legal counsel, giving 
towns a financial incentive to train their code enforcement 
officers. 
vermont's statewide land use and developmen{ law, 
Act '250 sets up the most systematic formal statewide 
framework for regulating land use activities (Vt. Environ. 
Board, 1982). A State Environmental Board sets policy 
and hears appeals. Nine District Environmental Boards 
review and pass on permit applications, including all for­
estry, construction, and earth-disturbing activities above 
2,500 feet elevation. Although the Qistrict Boards are ap­
pointed by the Governor, they try to involve localities and 
bring education, technical assistance, and regulation 
closer to the people. Districts vary in their handling of 
environmental issues-a problem associated with some 
informal approaches. 
INSTITUTIONAUFINANCIAL ASPECTS OF NONPOINT SOURCE CONTROLS 
Evaluation: Conditions tor Strengths & 
weakne$SeS 
Reviewing strengths and weaknesses of these . ap­proaches can help tailor voluntary approaches for differ­
ent situ'ations. 
Voluntary Associations 
Voluntary associations offer the following advantages: 
1 Because of close relationships and trust, often, �rs can best arouse concern about water quality and 
suggest controls. . 
2 . .Fellow workers may be able to tailor effective yet 
acceptable controls. 
Disadvantages are as follows: 
1. Fellow worke·rs may find it difficult to c�iticize or take 
exception to their peers' operations or practices. . 
2 Fellow workers may be unduly influenced by the In­
ter� of the operator or by personal relationships. Peer 
pressure cuts two ways. . 
3. A recalc�rant operator may not respect or accept h1s 
peers' advice. He may seek the authority of an official 
agency 
4. The public may not know how to refer or follow up on 
complaints. 
Professional Affiliation 
Professional affiliation offers the following advantages: 
1 .  Fellow professionals respect one another. . . 2. Operators look to professionals in their field of activ-
ity for information and advice. . 3. Professionals can often prescribe the most effective 
and acceptable BMP's tailored to the situation. 
Disadvantages are as follows: 
1. Fellow professionals may be more concerned about 
the economic interests of the operator than about water 
qualit')! ' . 2. Professionals may be set in convent1o.nal ways of 
doing their business, closing out consideratiOn of some 
BMP's. 
3. Professionals in one sector may be reluctant to refer 
failures to those in another, especially to regulators. 
4. The public may not understand that t.he formal agency has a responsibility when the professional does 
not secure compliance. 
Statewide Programs with Local Option 
Statewide programs with local option have the following 
advantages: 
1 .  State standards assure a minimum program 
throughout the State. . . . 2. Mandatory provisions provide an �ncent1ve for locali-
ties to enact laws and develop programs. . . 3. Localities can tailor the programs to local s1tuat1ons, 
including special concerns and needs. 
4. Localities can adopt higher standards than the state-
wide minimum. . 5 LocaiHies can informally and formally keep 1n closer 
tou�h with activities, problems, and violations than can 
distant, limited State agency staff. 
Disadvantages are as follows: 
1 :. Statewide minimum standards can reduce local 
standards to the lowest common denominator. . 2. Local officials can remain bound t� local Interests 
rather than broader public environmental 1nteres�. 
3. Local�ies may lack the resources or expertise. . 4. States and localities may pass the buck, each feeling 
the other should act or take the heat. 
CONCLUSION: CONDITIONS. FOR 
TAILORING EFFECTIVE FORMAL AND 
INFORMAL INSTITUTIONAL 
ARRANGEMENTS 
With all informal/voluntary institutional arrangements, the 
greatest problem is involvement in and loyalty to the sys­
tem, rather than to environmental quali� The formal envi­
ronmental agen�y must clearly define ultimate responsibil­
ity under its mandate. The public must have a clear 
understanding pi the reciprocal responsibilities of the for­
mal public agency and the informal arrangements. If the 
informal arrangement fails, the public must know its rights 
and procedures for referral and followup action by the 
public agenc� 
Informal/voluntary arrangements appear to work most 
effectively when: 
1 .  The voluntary association or group depends on envi­
ronmental quality for its continued livelihood or cares in­
tensely about the environment in its value system; 
2. The voluntary association has a stake in maintaining 
minimum standards that eliminate unfair competition and 
insure equi� Fly-by-night operators using short cuts lower 
potential competitors' costs. 
3. Professional loyalties and standards transcend indi­
vidual or local interests. For example, loggers, timberland 
owners and consulting foresters and engineers perceive a 
professional bond with State foresters. They accept their 
advice, usually voluntarily. Even though the public forester 
is a regulator, he is also a fellow professional. 
4. Professionals in the operator's field have specialized 
knowledge of BMP's tailored to his activi� The operator 
perceives that they have this expertise. 
5. Local officials have status so that fellow citizens ex­
pect them to transcend the local web of personal relation­
ships and loyalties. The community has come to expect 
the site evaluator, for example, to follow the law. 
6. The State or Federal environmental agency formally 
states the law, standards, criteria and procedures within 
which the voluntary association or professional is to oper­
ate. Roles and responsibilities are clearly defined. 
7. Staff of the public agency and of the informal associ­
ation, profession, or locality cooperate in a relationship of 
mutual trust and concern for the environment. 
6. The landowner and operator are fully aware of their 
responsibilities to submit plan applications and carry out 
BMP's. Education programs are tailored to reach all land­
owners and operators. 
9. The role of associations, professionals, or local offi­
cials in environmental programs is clear not only to the 
public agency and to the responsible group, but also to 
their respective constituencies and the public. Support is 
essential to their public interest role. It lets the public know 
what is expected of the group. It makes them accountable. 
Further, it lets the public know what specific remedies are 
available should voluntary action fail. 
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10. Referral procedures are agreed upon, specified 
and widely publicized. In several cases, the public was not 
aware that the environmental agency would take action if 
the professional voluntary association failed to act. 
1 1 .  Backup enforcement by the environmental agency 
is certain and prompt. Demonstrated investigation and en­
forcement action encourages voluntary BMP's. If enforce­
ment standards are unclear and enforcement inconsis­
tent, the voluntary program loses credibill� Violations 
persist, requiring more agency staff time. 
12. The formal agencies and parties to a voluntary pro­
gram meet periodically to evaluate progress, refine the 
program, and reaffirm their responsibilities. Continuing 
public� is essential. 
" 
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THE UTAH AGRICULTURE RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
LOAN'PROGRAM 
JAMES A. PARASKEVA 
Utah D�partment ofAgriculture 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
.----'---- ABSTRACT ----'----, 
In 1983, the Utah Legislature pr<ivided $2.4 million for spil 
and water conservation practices to the Utah Agricultural 
Research DeveloPment Ldan'(ARDL) progr8m. loans'are 
made at a 3 percent interest rate with a one-time 4 per­
cerit administrative fee and a maximum 1 2-year loan 
length. The Utah Soil Conservation Commission adminis­
ters the program and local Soil Conservation Districts are 
,responsible for pl8f1 �pproval. After 2 years of operation, 
over $11 million has been loaned to farmers for conserva­
tion work. The ARDL program is divid8d into three cate­
gories: (1) the regular ARDL program lor soil and water 
conservation· practices; (2) the"watershed program f9r 
conServation and water quality practices in special tar­
g8ted areas; and (3) the eme'rgency conservation �pro­
gram. This program has been successful in implementing 
conservation practices and improving water quality. ln 
Utah. The program is a revolving fund loan and provides 
operators with an incentive to il)stall prae):ices that i;)enefit 
the public at a low cost to the taxpayers. Ut�h is currently 
the only' Staie in the Nation operating a� program of thi� 
kind. 
In 1976, the· Utah legislature provided $250,000 an<l be­
gan the Ran'g�land Development .fund; Over the next sev­
eral years thig fund continued to provide low interest loans 
to applicants for making, range improvements.· 
This fund was expanded in 1983 to $2.48 million to 
include cropland conservation measures. This program is 
under the direction of the Utah Soil Co�servatiorr Coni mis­
sion and staff support is provide� liy-the Utah" Department 
of Agricutture. The Soil Conservation Service in 'Utah 
agreed'to provide technical assistance to begin conserva­
tion measures under the direction of the local soil· conser­
vation districts. 
The program was expanded because of F-ederal budget 
cuts and a growing need for conservation in the State. The 
Utah Soil Conservation Commission 'lobbied the legisla­
ture for a 20-year plan that would resolt in an $80 million 
revolving loan program. Approximate!}< half of the initial 
request was met by the legislature and they have demon­
strated a continuing commilml'nl,by-pnol(iding ar] l!dd� 
tiona! $1.9 million in fiscal year 1985 and $2 �i!lion for FY 
86. In add�ion to. these appnopriatioris; the �gislature 
chose' the loan· program a8 a vehicle· to assist· farmers 
damaged by flooding, all6cating an additional $3.6 million 
for emergehcy measares. 
The loans are available 'to all farmers and ranchers in 
the State for use on private an6 State lands. Loans are 
mede at a 3 percent interest rate and carry a o�e-tiTe 4 
percentadministrative lee. The maximlim life of a loan is 
12 years and conservation practices must-be'maintained 
at �rater's expense for t�El full life'of the loan. 
Early in the program· it was r!icognized ,that local soil 
conservation districts 'represenr a Jlalullble and underuti­
lized resource. These diSlrict supervisors· are most aware 
of the resource needs !of-their respective· areas. R!ilher 
than alld to State staff for program ·administration, 1he 
Commission turned to these local 'districts. • 
The districts pooled their resources through the Utah 
Association of Conservation Districts and created a 1rame-
work to assist in the admin.istration of the program. The State is divided into six zones, each comprised of six or 
seven districts. Loan funds�a're ·allocated to the' zones by 
the 'Commission bas9d' on 'resoUrce needs a5 demon­
stra)ed by loan applications received and annual plans 
and reports. The zones then _allocate funds to ihe IOCJll 
districts. The districts are responsible for receiving and 
processing aPplications, a's·well as approving plans. and 
monitoring projects. A local supervisor monitors each proj-
ect (Fig. 1 ). , To assist the zones' and districts, the Utah· Association 
employed three regional coordinators. These cOordinators 
provide staff support for the loan program and other dis­
trict educational anihesource activities. The State did'nO! 
increase its sial!. The 4' percent administrative fee is dis­
tributed as follows: 1 perq�rit to the State for' program 
administration; 1 percent'to the district in which the loan 
originates; and 2 percent to the Utah· Association for the 
regional coordinators. 
The progra'm;s early success was due to two critical 
factorS. First, the program was decentralized •and' re­
source rie9ds determined af the loeaflevel. This gives tlie 
program: gi� [�Iii suppprt and u�es the pptenti�! of local districts as resource managers. !he second cntoc�l 
factor was the support of tpe Soil , eo�servation Service 
(SCS). Tlie·Stale SCS and local officers tOtally supported 
the prbgram �nd agreed t� provide technical assistance. 
SCS particlpaled'in the development bl program guide­
lines an<;! is an ongoing partner. 
Cons�rvatio'n practices eligible· for funding unde!. the 
program are essenlifliiY the sa'!'e as those eligible, under 
the Agriculture Stabilization and Conservation Service, 
Agriculture Conservation Program (ACPj. These practices' 
were adppted by the CommisSion w�h only slight' modifi­
cations. It wa$ felt that the broadesi set of practices-should 
be made ayailable lor 'selection as local districts deter· 
min'e 'whicti aclivilies are' neclissary and appropriate for 
their areas. 
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In adimion to the regular program, the Commission fec­
ognized�hat special needs lnay exi'll'across the State. To 
meet tliese needs, the Coinmis8ion established the prior· 
ity wafersHed program and energy conservation prbgram 
and made special funding set-asides. Later, the emer­
gency pr<lgram was added to meet the needs of farmers 
and ranchers damaged by flooding .. 
The ARDL watershed subprogram was set up to meet 
special conservation needs in priority areas. Projects un· 
Figure 1.-ARDL lund allocation process. 
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der this program are designed to control water pollution, 
erosion, or flooding. The strategy behind these projects is 
to improve the entire watershed and to develop a coordi­
nated approach to watershed improvements. T he guide­
lines require the Commission to designate priority water­
sheds and focus attention on these areas. 
The Upper Weber and Upper Provo River drainages 
provide most of the drinking water needs for residents of 
the Wasatch Front (Utah's most populated area). T hese 
rivers are also the main channels tor heavy spring runoff 
experienced along the Front. As the headwaters and 
source of Utah's most important water resources, the high 
watersheds have been recognized by the Utah Soil Con­
servation CommiSsion , Utah Department of Health, and 
Soil Conservation Service as being the most critical areas 
tor improvement in the State. 
The Commission has established watershed funds tor 
U$e exclusively in these designated areas. To meet the 
technical demands resulting from these proj9cts, funds 
have also been set aside from the watershed grant fund. 
The purpose of these funds is to provide program coord� 
nation and assistance tor project implementation within 
the priority areas. 
T his designation and special funding is intended to pro­
vide many benefits within the priority area. Targeting will 
otter the opportunity for extensive and coordinated use of 
conservation measures. The priority areas , have major 
conservation, water quality, and flood control needs that 
cannoi be adequately addressed through the ,regular pro-
gram. ' 
Early in 1984 the l.ltah Soil Conservation Commission 
appointed a subcommittee known as the Priority Water­
shed Gommittee to look 111 these problems and to help 
develop solutions. T he Committee consists of representa­
tives from Wasatch, Summit, Morgan,  and Kamas Valley 
soil conservation districts. 
; The main gqal of the Committee is to begin projects that 
will meet the needs of the watershed and to.tacilitate other 
projects. The Committee has met with several other agen­
cies and 'discussed developing joint projep)s.' Wasatch, 
Mqraan, and Summit Counties have been involved in 
streambank improvements and other watershed treat­
ments . •  In addition, the Weber Basin Water Conservancy 
District h"!' lleQun projects in thls a,rea. The Priority Water­
shed Committee is coordinating the efforts of many agen­
cies involved in watershed prOt\!Ction, providing funding 
as well as guidance tor priority projects. T he Committee 
has also assisted in providjng technical assist11nce tor 
many watershed improvement projects. 
"T;_h!l priority watershed program has gained the support 
of the Soil Conservation Service, Utah Division 91 ,Wildlife 
Resources , local counties , and State and local watE\r qual· 
lty agencies. The following projects have been approved 
tor funding: 
Streambank improvements . . . . . . .  $ 75,500 
Animal waste control. . . . . . .  , . . . .  $ 58,000 
Range improvements . . . . . . . . . . .  $103,500 
.ln:igation water management tor 
water quality . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $218,900 
$455,900 
These projects have resulted in multiple benefits to the 
watershed area. Water quality has been improved through 
the control of animal wastes and sediments; strearnbank 
erosion has been controlled by placement of riprap; and 
streamside vegetation and runoff waters have been re­
duced through increased infiltration of water into'improved 
rangelands. 
Perhaps most important, the Committee has provided a 
mechanism tor coordinated action to avoid duplication 
and ensure that projects do not have a detrimental effect 
on the environment or downstream users. T his Committee 
is beginning to become a force in the watershed area tor 
dealing with critical needs in a coordinated manner. 
T hrough its contacts, the Committee will provide technical 
assistance tor projects , assist in obtaining permits, and 
set priorities tor program implementation. 
The Commission set aside 5 percent of the total pro­
gram funding tor energy conservation projects. T his pro­
gram is administered by a special subcommittee with rep­
resentatives from Utah State University Extension 
Service, Utah Energy Office, and Utah Power and Ught. 
Projects approved to date include conservation tillage, hy­
droelectric generation, and irrigation water management 
programs. 
In 1983, Utah experienced the devastation of a 1 00-year 
flood. Although much of the reported damage occurred 
within developed communities, farmers and ranchers 
across the State suffered large losses. Most land in Utah 
adjacent to streams is currently in agricultural use. Utah 
Lake and the Great Salt Lake are swallowing large por­
tions of pasture and cropland. Again in t 984, flood dam­
aged many acres of quality agricultural lands. T housands 
of acres of crop and pastureland have literally been 
washed away and many more acres have been covered 
wHh water, gravel and sediment. Diversion structures, ca­
nals, irrigation systems, fences, and farm roads were de­
stroyed during these periods of high runoff. 
The Utah Department of Agriculture documented over 
$71 million in physical damages, crop, and livestock loss 
during 1983. During 1984 the Department recorded nearly 
$13 million ln agricultural damage. · 
T he Utah legislature provided $3.6 million in 1983 and 
1984 in low interest loans to farmers and ranchers tor 
flood damage and prevention. T hese loana were used to 
restore irrigation structures, diversions, level land, clear 
debris, restore land fertility, rebuild fences and roads, sta­
bilize streambanks, ·and install measures to reduce. the 
risk of future flooding. 
T hese emergency loans were channeled through the 
Utah Department of Agriculture to the Utah Soil Conserva­
tion Commission. Local soil conservation districts as­
sessed and reported damage to the Department and 
made requests .tor emergency money based on these as­
sessments. 
The sum of $1 ,972,500 was loaned to repair irrigation 
diversion systems, canals, �aterals, fences, debris re­
moval ,  clearing, and releveling. Of that amount, $700,200 
was dedicated to streambank protection and stabilization 
and for measures to prevent or reduce the risk of damage 
from future flooding. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
T he Utah ARPL program is still evolviflg. The State and 
the commission have only 2 years of experience with the 
expanded program. Yet, early signs are positive: To date, 
over $1 1 million has been put into conservation projects 
across the Stalfl. T hesl' projects }lave protected soil and 
water resources, improved water quality, and reduced the 
risk of damag!) caused by flooding. 
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Perhaps the greatest achievement of this program is the 
revival of the local soil conservation districts. These dis­
tricts, in their role as natural resource man.agers and water 
quality management agencies, have great potential tor 
protecting and improving water quality. . 
T he local districts have,the suppjlrt of area landowners , 
are locally elected, and understand the problems of their 
areas . .  T hrough ·the loan program the districts have a 
meaningful function. T hey have been given a reason to 
evaluatl)-the resources in their areas and to set p(iorities 
for implementation. Several districts have become in: 
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volved with county planning agenci� and are working 
cooperatively on resource issues. The districts are gaining 
an understanding of how they might affect the resource 
base and many are undertaking broad programs to bene­
fit the land, water, and the people living there. 
The Soil Conservation Commission is supporting the 
development of the districts, seeing them as the alterilB­
tive to Federal funding. Staff support has been provided to 
the local areas and the loan program emphasizes local 
control. Other State grant programs are being applied to 
district programs and t;�dditional resources are being 
sought from the legislature to support this program. 
The response of landowners to the program has also 
been positive. Because the program is a loan, some of the 
reluctance to accept grants has been removed. Farmers 
feel more responsible for the project, heightening their 
sense of achievement. While there has been an over­
whelming response to the program and applications ex­
ceed available funds, some practices are still undersub­
scribed. Some of the soil conservation and water quality 
practices with a low economic return, such as terraces or 
animal waste control systems, do not receive much atten­
tion. These practices often require the additional incentive 
of an ACP cost share used in conjunction with a loan. The 
State set-asides are used to balance out the funds used 
for any particular type of project. 
The State has also tried to minimize the paperwork re­
quired for processing loans. State regulations are less 
cumbersome than those for the Federal ACP; however, 
some landowners are still reluctant to fill out the required 
forms and many balk at the financial statements. 
Overall, the program has succeeded in getting·conser­
vation on the ground. There are administrative problems 
in processing loans, and set-asides have· not proven ex­
tremely successful ir> attracting desired projects. Cur" 
renll}l the Commission is exploring alternatives such as 
varying the interest rate for different practices to encour­
age some desired apPlications. Many other changes are 
due as. the program matures, but the groundwork has 
been laid for a successful, long-term program that will 
enhance the natural resource base of the State of Utah. 
ARDL APPLICATION PROCESS 
I. First District Board Meeting 
A. Applicant completes application form. 
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B. Soil Conservation District .(SCO) Board reviews 
application. Checks for completeness, preliminary· indication of 
credit made, and application screened to deterll)Jne• if request 
complies with ARDL program. 
C. Application will be approved or disapproved for 
planning. The applicant will be notified in writing by the SCD 
Board as to decision and given a financial statement form to fill 
out and send to the Soil Conservation Commission <&CC). 
D. Technical assistance is assigned by the SCO Board to 
develop conservation plan for the approved applications. 
E. SCO Board assigns a supervisor to track application 
progress and planning. 
II. Interim 
A. Individual applicant sends financial slatement and 
supporting data as required on the financial data request form to 
the Sci I Conservation Commission (SCC) within 15 days. 
B. SCD Board sends copy of completed application form to 
the Zone Coordinator (2;C) and ZC in turn forwards application to 
the SCC. 
C. Technical assiStance agency develops plan with the 
individual. 
D. SCC investigates applicant's credit and repaynient 
ability. Upon finding negative information, the SCC will notify the 
SCS Field Office and SCD Superviscr and the applicant. 
Ill. Second Dlstrlct Board Meeting 
A. Completed conservation plan is presented by the 
applicant to the full SCD Board for final approval and funding 
(provided funds are available). SCD Board will notify applicant in 
writing if final plan receives approval for funding, pending final 
determination by the SCC. Work cannot begin on projects until 
loan contracts are signed. 
B. SCD Board sends copy of final plan to the ZC and ZC 
forwards plan to the sec. 
IV. Post Project Approval 
A. Security agreement and repayment sc�edule is 
developed between the State and the individual. (Applicant will 
be responsible for a portion of loan initiation' fees beyond t�e 4 
percent administrative fee.) 
B .The SCC will notify the SCD Board, SCS Field Office 
and ZC yth8n final contracts are completed and project is ready 
to begin. 
V. Practice Installation and Certification 
A. Technical llssistance (TA) agency will design and 
monitor p'ractice installation. 
B. SCD Board representative monitors implementation of 
project arid follows up on loan activities as necessary. 
"C. TA agency will certify to the State that the practice is or 
is not installed according to standards and specifications. 
DEVELOPING NONPOINT SOURCE CONTROL STRATEGIES FOR 
BIG STONE LAKE: TWO APPROACHES 
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Minnesota Pollution Control Agency 
Roseville, Minnesota 
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and Natural Resqurces 
Pierre, South Dakota 
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.....---- ABSTRACT -----, 
Big Stone Lake, a hypereutrophic lake located on the 
Minnesota-South Dakota border, suffers from algae 
blooms, excessive weed growth, and sedimentation. The 
South Dakota Department of Water and Natural Re­
sources, with support from, the Minnesota Pollutior:! Con­
trol Agency, completed a Diagnostic-Feasibility Study that 
identified nonpoint source pollution train agricultural land 
use practices in the lake's 2,938 km2 watershed as the 
major source of pollution to the lake. IQStit�tional �arriers 
often present a greater task for nonpoint source projects 
than the technical factors involved in addressing nohpoint 
source problems. The Big Stone Lake Project provides an 
interesting case study because Hs initiationjnvotved and 
required the cooperation of two regional EPA offices, two 
States, five counties, and a multitude of State and local 
agencies. The large size of Big Stone�Lake's watershed 
has also required i.nnovative approaches to identifying 
and prioritizing nonpoint source pollution str'!�egies. A 
computer model will be used to target nonpoint source 
control projects within subwatershec:ls. 
INTRODUCTION 
"In recent years there have been complaints of increasing 
growths of rooted aquatic plants (weeds) and nonrooted, 
generally small, scum-forming plants (blue-green algae) in 
the lower or_ southern end of Big Stone Lake, especially in 
the vicinity of Ortonville, Minnesota . . . .  " This excerpt is 
from a report requested by the governors of South Dakota 
and Minnesota after a meeting of their representatives at 
Milbank, South Dakota, in 1967 (S. Dak.-Minn. Comm. 
1967). As can be seen from this nearly 20-year-old report, 
concern lor eutrophication of Big Stone Lake by South 
Dakota and Minnesota is not new. What is new is the 
coordinated effort by both States to .solve many of the 
problems contributing to the lake's degradation. 
The information presented here is meant to provide an 
understanding of the management philosophies of the two 
States involved in the project and to show how institutional 
differences have been meshed to develop this joint resto­
ration effort. 
Basin Description 
Big Stone Lake is located on the border of South Dakota 
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and Minnesota (Fig. 1 ) .. Big Stone is a large, hypereu­
trophic, warm water lake with a surface area of-5,002 ha 
(12,360 acres), a shorEjline length of 96.4 km{S9.9 m), and 
an average .depth of 2.4 m (8 It). Big Stone Lake was 
formed a�ut 8,00P years ago. by an alluvial fan deposited 
by the Whet�one River in the. glacial valley of ·the River 
WarreQ (Bray,· 1977). In 1939, the lake became-a reservoir 
when a cqncrete dam replaced. the m1tural outlet following 
the diversion of the Whetstone River.into the l�ke for ftoqd 
control. This ,diyersion increased the wai!lished of Big 
Stone Lake from 1,78,588 ha to 295,367 ha (729,841 
acres) and significantly incre;�Sed problems of nutrient en­
richment and sedir]lentation. Of the 295,367 ha, two-thirds 
lie in South Dakota and one-third in Minnesota (F;ig. 2). 
Water quality of Big Stone Lake is best described as 
hypereutrophic. Growth' of blue-grelln algae doinitiat!lcl �Y 
Aphanizomenon is the primary, factor limiting recreation,al 
use of the lake from early July to qclober. Algal densttv is 
usually the principal factor limiting water· transparency, 
which typically ranges from over 4 m during the spril)g 
zooplankton pulse to less !han .5 rri in August. Water 
transparency is occasionally limited by resuspension of 
sediment in the shallow 'areas adjacent to major tributary 
inlets. These and many other shallow·areas are covered 
by extensive aquatic macrophyte growth during the SUf11· 
mer (S. Oak. Dep. Water Nat. Resour. 1983). Water quality 
degradation over the past 20 years has led to ·a significant 
decline in sport fishing !Jnd water-based recre,.tiomil .use 
of the lake, which has_ been an important regional resort 
and vac!!tion ·area for the ·past 100 y�ars. 
The major sounces of pollution to Big Stone Ll\ke arise 
from agricultural land 'use in the· watershed. Erosion frqm 
crcipli!Jtd and runoff from animal . feeding operations are 
major sources of nutrient and sediment loadings to Big 
Stone Lake. Rapid runoff characteristics and streambahk 
erosion in some s�bwatersheds also contribute to lake 
pollution loadings. Water quality monitoring on tributary 
streams has shown unacceptable loads of both nutri!'ntll 
and sediment. While nonpoint llOUrce pollution from inten­
sive agricultural land use is the major source of pollutants 
to Big Stone Lake, other sources such aS the municipa� 
sewage facilities at Browns Valley, Minnesota, and SisSe­
ton, South Dakota, contribute to water quality degradation 
(S. Oak. Dep. Water Nat. Resour. 1983). 
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STATE NOt:.iPOINT STRATEGIES AND 
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Although the public has been interested in restoring Big 
StQne Le��� for at least 20 years, efforts h.ave �en limited 
by CUfferences in program prior�ie!! and org�tnizatiQnal phi· 
losop]lk!s 011, eithl!r side of. the lake. 
The·South Daltotll Sttategy ahd �rogram· 
In 1976, -design�ed .• bJI ,th,!l·GOI(ernor 'as .th'! stat�ide 
managerren.t ag!l!Jcy.rpspom>.i,!lle,for the. "formulation of 
lmplementable water. Ql!ality , r!Jan!!QemE!nl ·plans," -.the 
South Dakota .. pepar)menJ of .Water a!)d- N�tural Re­
sources.(S!;JQWNf!) began developipg'a ll)ethodologl( for 
preparing!' CO!!lprehftn.slye 208 management plan. §er� 
ous consideration .was given to a yariety pi, methods.f� 
nal� the sppWNR. decid�. not to p1;9pare ,an, aii-Qnqom­
�ing !3tati!-Pi;m, �u) rather to targllt areas tor intensive 
efforts;: andt as )nd}Vldual plans were. 11rep�red, more ar­
eas wo4ld � .ede!ect. eventvally encompa,ssing all prob­
le!lJ areas of the &t!!te. � .a rufat state w�� agriculture as 
the prim.ary industry, agricult�ral nonpcint, source prob­
lems we,re·e�pected to be promin,ent, 
Having selected t�ls )Jl!!nagerT)!lnt approach, 
S_DpWNR, t.hen !he Qeparjment of Environmental Protec­
tion, solic�ed pote11!ial candidates for wate.r, q�ality st4dy 
areas tram P\a'lning cjistriel!l, soil co.nSE�rva\ion �istri�. 
lake associations, and. variQus other P,Ubliq and -prjvate 
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groups. Each group was asked to submit recommenda­
tions to the appropriate planning districts, which then sub­
mitted their top three choices to SDDWNR. Selections 
were based mainly on available data, public support, and 
perceived problems. All of the original selections were ru­
ral watersheds with lake or stream problems resulting 
from nonpoint sources of pollution. 
The SDDWNR collected the preliminary data necessary 
to prepare individual plans. Soil conservation districts 
were contracted to assist with water sample collection, 
compilation of land use data, and dissemination of public 
information. The SDDWNR evaluated the data and pre­
pared reports and plan recommendations. South Dakota 
used the 208 program to fund promotion of best manage­
ment practices (BMP's) on selected cr�ical areas. 
Soil conservation district employees were responsible 
for BMP promotion. Although not State employees, soil 
conservation district staff activities in areas of water qua� 
ity and nonpoint source pollution were directe� by 
SDDWNR staff. As is evident, the 208 planning process 
for South Dakota was not only managed, but many ele­
ments were actually conducted by the SDDWNR from 
project initiation through the preparation of final evalua­
tions and reports. Assistance was provided by other agen­
cies. 
This somewhat independent management philosophy 
has since carried over into all lake projects In the State. 
The application of this philosophy to the Big Stone Lake 
Restoration Project occurred naturall)l considering past 
project management. Although the Big Stone Lake project 
did not evolve through the 208 process, it had the same 
attributes as other State projects: local support, serious 
water quality problems, and extensive baseline data. The 
difference with this watershed is that, instead of going 
through the 208 planning process as a targeted water 
quality study area, Big Stone Lake and its associated wa­
tershed went from preliminary baseline data into a Phase I 
Study. 
In preparing the Phase I grant application, SDDWNR 
used existing staff, secured matching funds, stationed a 
fulltime employee in the watershed, and purchased the 
required mon�oring equipment. The fulltime coordinator 
collected, compiled, and evaluated all the data required 
for a Phase I report, and prepared major sections of Jhe 
report, the remainder of which were prepared by 
SDDWNR headquarters staff. Almost all of the agencies 
previously mentioned, as well as the local agricultural 
agencies and the South Dakota Department of Game, 
Fish and Parks collected data. 
Once the Phase I report and Phase II application were 
completed and submitted to U.S. EPA, preparations were 
made for implementing the Phase II grant award. As with 
the Phase I, the project coordinator assumed responsibil­
ity for finalizing the matching fund commitments, model­
ing feedlots for implementation, and selecting a model 
with which to identify necessary BMP's. After the grant 
was awarded, SDDWNR continued to actively participate 
in the project through the coordinator, with direct assist­
ance from headquarters staff. 
The Minnesota Strategy and Approach 
The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) is the 
Minnesota water quality management agency. Minneso­
ta's nonpoint water pollution effort began in 1976 with the 
development of the Minnesota Water Quality Manage­
ment Plan (208 Plan) led by the MPCA. Its purpose was to 
identify significant water quality problems caused by non­
point sources of pollution and to set forth effective pro­
grams to address those problems. Unlike South Dakota, 
the Minnesota 208 plan was not a blueprint for action in 
individual watersheds; rather, it summarized existing man­
agement policies and programs as well as recommended 
future policies and actions. The plan recognized that a 
continuing nonpoint program would involve three func­
tions: (1) continued study of nonpoint source issues, (2) 
preimplementation activities that would lead to putting rec­
ommended programs into operation, and (3) actual imple­
mentation of management programs. 
In 1983, the MPCA initiated a study to identify major 
barriers to implementation of integrated water quality and 
land management in Minnesota. The four barriers identi­
fied were: (1) a poor understanding by the public of the 
existence and economic significance of water quality 
problems resulting from land management, (2) poor un­
derstanding of available solutions to nonpoint pollution, (3) 
gqvernment fragmentation of water quality and land man­
agement, and (4) the limited funds available to solve the 
problems (Richfield, 1 983). 
Minnesota then delineated three strategies to address 
these problems. First, MPCA completed an information 
strategy to develop public awareness of the economic and 
recreational impact of nonpoint pollution. Second, Minne­
sota initiated meetings With other State and Federal agen­
cies to encourage inclusion of water quality management 
in their existing programs, to encourage their assumption 
of new water quality activities, and to provide technical 
support. Third, MPCA helped organize and apply for U.S. 
EPA Clean Lakes funds for two watershed projects where 
nonpoint problems adversely affect water uses, to demon­
strate successful approaches to nonpoint source manage­
ment. These projects are intended to demonstrate techni­
cal solutions to nonpoint control, the viability of an 
integrated land and water management approach, the im­
portance of cooperation in overriding fragmented re­
source management, and actual implementation costs, 
thus providing an accurate assessment of the control ef­
fectiveness of project funds. Big Stone Lake is one of 
Minnesota's nonpoint demonstration projects. 
Minnesota's involvement in the Big Stone Lake project 
is based on a program approach developed through the 
U.S. EPA Clean Lakes Program. MPCA provides funding 
and technical support, while contracting with a local unit of 
government to lead the effort locally. ·This approach allows 
local project control and decisionmaking to best meet the 
local needs and conditions while providing technical over­
sight. 
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In the case of Big Stone Lake, the Upper Minnesota 
River Watershed District is the grantee. The watershed 
district, a local unit of government whose purpose is de­
veloping and coordinating water management programs, 
is a five-member board of managers with taxing authority 
keyed to hydrologic boundaries. The unique form of local 
government is a natural local leader for this project al­
though initially State sponsorship was sought. The water­
shed district was experienced, having sponsored a U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers project to modify the Big Stone 
Lake outlet, by which more of the Whetstone River will 
bypass Big Stone Lake, reducing nutrient and sediment 
loading from the Whetstone River. 
In addition to the technical review, the Big Stone Project 
has benefited from other ongoing nonpoint program act(v� 
ties. The MPCA instituted a feedlot permit program in the 
early 1 970's, designed to eliminate and prevent pollution 
hazards from livestock and poultry operations. The Minne­
sota Feedlot Computer Model, developed by the USDA 
Agricultural Research Service in cooperation with the 
MPCA, determines the pollution hazard, and prioritizes 
cost-share' funds for cleanup of feedlot problems. This pro­
gram, in cooperation with local soil and water conserva­
tion district activities, has solved most of the feedlot prob­
lems contributing to the 'Big Stone Lake from the 
,. 
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Minnesota watershed. Three serious existing problems 
are now receiving attention from the MPCA enforcement 
staff. v 
Identifying the sources of nonpoint source pollutants 
and tracing their path through a watershed is a complex 
and time-consuming process. To more efficiently identify 
and trace nonpoint pollution, the MPCA funded and joined 
with several conservation agencies to develop two com­
puter water quality models (AGNPS I and II). The Agency 
used one of the subwatersheds from Big Stone Lake to 
verify and test these models. The Upper Minnesota River 
Watershed District will use this information and these 
models to prioritize problems and assist in designing the 
implementation program at Big Stone. 
The MPCA actively solicited project support from State 
and federal agencies already engaged in nonpoint con­
trol, and is coordinating the considerable support re­
ceived. Important to that effort was a meeting organized 
by ,MPCA staff, attended by local representatives of the 
Watershed District, SDDWNR, the Minne.sota Soil and 
Water Conservation Board, University of Minnesota Agri­
cultural ·Extension Service, Minnesota Water Resources 
Board, the Soil Conservation Service, and the Agricultural 
Stabilization and Conservation Service. The meeting re­
sulted in additional support and Interest for this project. 
The Minnesola Soil and Water Conservation Board 
(SWCB) will target several subwatersheds to receive an 
Intensive communications program over a 2-year period. 
The program will communicate to farm operators the eco­
nomic and social implications of soil erosion, nutrient loss, 
and degraded water quali� The SWCB is also expected 
to directly provide additional implementation funds 
through two State programs for erosion control and water 
management. 
THE COORDINATED TWQ..STATE 
APPROACH 
Big Stone Lake and its contributing watershed lie in two 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency regions, two 
States, five counties, one watershed district, and a multi­
tude of other local governments and governmental agen­
cies. This prpject represents an extreme case of frag­
mented political boundaries and consequent limits to 
water quality protection. The same organizational com­
plexity which once threatened this project is now recog­
nized as a project asset, flexible in overcoming obstacles 
to water quality improvement. 
lnitiall:,� both States were concerned about the other's 
management philosophy, although both States recognized 
that any improvement in water quality would require in­
volvement by both South Dakota and Minnesota. Although 
both States expressed an interest in the restoration of Big 
Stone Lake, they had to overcome several barriers and 
differences in approach at the regional, State, and local 
level. These differences centered on several Areas: 
1 .  ProjeCt evaluation criteria 
2. Pollution control standards 
3. Approaches to pollution problems 
4. Project management approaches 
5. Clean Lake project prioritization criteria 
6. The strengths and weaknesses of the two agencies. 
A smaller project, involving a more easily defined and 
straightforward solution, would have eliminated several of 
these barriers and differences. The enormity and nature of 
the lake's problems also complicated joint efforts, making 
it difficult to complete the Phase I report within the budget­
ary constraints. 
The MPCA and Region V EPA had more experience 
With engineering approaches to lake problems and at­
tempted to apply these criteria to a nonpoint source con-
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trol project focusing on best management practices. 
SDDWNR, on the other hand, emphasized direct imple- . 
mentation during the planning process and felt that the 
emphasis on planning could delay the project's implemen­
tation. Staff changes at both agencies and regions during 
the Phase I project and during the interim period between 
the completion of the Phase I and implementation of the 
Phase II project also complicated the development of a 
cooperative working relationship. 
The solution involved developing greater flexibility on 
the part of Region V EPA and the MPCA to allow consider­
ation of a nonpoint source control project developed on a 
limited budget. This also required SDDWNR and Region 
VIII to agree to accept some of the stricter standards and 
procedures implemented by Region V. Both EPA regions 
had to agree to allow some activities, considered as "plan­
ning" in more traditional Clean Lakes projects, to receive 
funding under the Phase II effort. Further, staff from both 
State agencies had to sell the need for a different ap­
proach to the rest of their agencies and to other State 
programs. 
While both SDDWNR and the MPCA could have even­
tually resolved these differences and overcome the barri­
ers to a cooperative effort, the time required would have 
jeopardized the project's momentum and reduced 
chances for FY 1964 Clean Lakes funding. 
Both EPA regions played a crucial role in speeding up 
the negotiation process, cutting through red tape, finding 
solutions to the problems that emerged, and helping the 
State agency stalls sell the project to· the rest of their 
agencies. Because many of the differences emanated 
from different approaches· by the two EPA regions, deci­
sionmaking at the regional level was necessary for a com­
promise solution. In other instances, where the differ­
ences arose from differing State approaches, EPA 
intervention helped avoid lengthy rulemaking processes 
and overcome bureaucratic barriers that could have 
slowed the negotiation process. In areas where the two 
regions and States continued to differ, the EPA regions 
helped the States work out solutions that converted these 
differences to variations in emphasis, rather than barriers 
to cooperation. 
The resulting merger of the two different approaches 
has led to a stronger project. The resulting cross-fertiliza­
tion has allowed each State to learn from the other's ap­
proach, management style, and legislation. The fact that 
some differences remain has allowed greater flexibility on 
the local project level. For example, for some measures 
that both States felt important, one EPA region had a 
greater likelihood of approving and funding than the other. 
In other cases, one or the other of the two States might be 
better equipped to implement a certain required measure. 
By allowing differences to remain, the local project bene­
fits from the strengths of each State agency and both 
regions. 
This project has provided the following lessons: 
1 . Geographic and political fragmentation should not 
bar pro)ect initiation. Addressing these problems is as im­
portant to improving water quality as are the technical' 
issues. 
2. Many of the differences between States and other 
governmental units, while barriers at first, can work to the 
advantage of a project because the different groups bring 
different sets of experiences, skills, and tools to the proj­
ect. 
3. In this project, misunderstood communications be­
tween States and between the States and local units of 
government impeded the project. When open, effective 
communications were established, cooperation overcame 
philosophical and political causes for disagreement. 
4. For the two States to agree, they needed to develop 
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procedures to work out how and where these differences 
would be resolved. 
5. Projects involving more than one State and region 
require a high degree of flexibility on the part of the parties 
involved. 
6. NPS projects require more planning and coordina­
tion than more traditional Clean Lakes projects; the par­
ties Involved either have to accept a less rigidly defined 
project or allow lor a greater planning effort. 
7. Active involvement by EPA can facilitate and expe­
dile"negotiations·ootween States In their attempts to ad­
dress Interstate pollution problems. 
8. Nonpolnt source projects need strong local coopera­
tion: Allhough the MPCA typically does not get involved in 
a project until this Is developed, the SDDWNR actively 
helped develop the local cooperation during the Phase I 
study by involving them in the-process. ThIs played a key 
role In the proj99t's success. 
CONCLUSION 
Institutional barriers often present a _greater task lor non­
point source control projects than do the technical, fac;tors 
,, 
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involved. The Big Stone Lake Project provides a case 1 
study because its initiation involved and required coopera: 
tion of two regional U.S. EPA olllces, two States, rove· 
counties, and a multitude of local units of governments 
and government agencies. This same organizational com­
plexity that once threatened this project is now recognized 
as a project asSet allowing the programs ·the ·flexibility 
necessary to overcome obstacles to water quality im­
provement. 
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NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION OF RESERVOIRS: 
WHAT THE TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY IS DOING ABOUT IT ' ' 
LARRY R. CLARK 
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Chattan6oga, Tennessee 
..------- ABSTRACT -----, 
The Tennessee Valley Authority has constructed a multi­
purpose reservoir system that is recognized throughout 
the world as a model for water r�sources management on 
a W!jltershed ,ba�is. As early as the 1930',s TVA recognized 
the impo�tance of controlling soil erosion to preverlt the, 
premature filling of reservoirs and began working with 
Valley farmers in implementing soil conservation prac­
tices. In the 1980's indications of declining water quality 
in TVA reser:voirs prompted a renewed emphasis on reo. 
ducing nonpoint source pollutiOn and . .relies heavily on 
Valley States and other Federal agencies to aSsist in im­
plementing corrective measures i,n cooperation with pri­
vate landowners. TVA uses a variety of techniques to re­
duce nonpoint sources. These are discussed. 
Nonpoint source pollution is adversely affecting water 
quality in the Tennessee Valle}< In a recent survey of water 
quality in the region over half of the 10 'most critical water 
quality problems resulted from nonpoint sources (Clark et 
al. 1980); three additional problems have been identified 
since that survey (Tenn. Valley Author. 1984a). The types 
of water quality impacts that can be attributed to nonpoint 
sources in the Tennessee River watershed include silta­
tion and filling of reservoirs, bacteria contamination, accel­
erated eutrophication of reservoirs, low dissolved oxygen, 
and elevated levels of metals. 
Although many of the nonpoini-source-related water 
quality problems in the Tennessee Valley have a very inter­
esting history, the primary objectives of this paper are to 
examine the Tennessee Valley Authority's (TVA) role in 
protecting its reservoirs from nonpoint source pollution 
and describe TVfl{s efforts to resolve existing problems 
and improve the overall nonpoint source management 
thr?ughout the region. This discussion is based only on 
activitjes in TVfl{s water resources programs. 
TVA was created by Congress in 1933 as a corporate 
agency of the Federal gov�rnment. Not part of any Fed­
eral cabinet department, it i� an independent agency that 
operates with a certain degree of the autonomy and flexi­
bility of a private corporation. TVA planned, built, and now 
manages a unified water control system of 40 dams and 
reservoirs that regulate the entire length of this Nation's 
filth largest river plus key stretches of !ts principal tributar­
Ies. TVA water resources activities are supported by an­
nual appropriations from Congress (Tenn. Valley Author. 
1985). 
TVA follows a stewardship philosophy in management, 
re�ulting'in the m,aximum beneficial uses today and in the 
future. Also, TVA promotes the economic growth and de­
velopment of the region while ensuring the enhancement 
of the Valley's natural resources. Water pollution resulting 
from n!Jnpoint sources can affect not only water use in the 
TVA region and TVfl{s ability to manage the reservoir sys­
tem, but can also hinder or preclude regional develop­
ment. 
Although"it is not a regulatory agency for controlling 
pollution, TVA does not deilend on the Valley State regula­
tory agencies to carry the entire burden of improving wa-
tar quality in Valley reservoirs. Several nonregulatory,TVA 
activities help the Valley States keep TVA reservoirs clean 
and suitable for beneficial �ses, 
STEWARDSHIP 
TVA is a steward for the water resources of the TennesSee 
Valley and four specific water resources activities that help 
the agency fulfill t�at role: (1) controlling nonpoint source 
pollution emanating from properties under TVfl{s custody 
or control, (2) reservoir water quality management plan­
ning, (3) 'septic tank suitability analysis for reservoir shore­
lines, and (4) reservoir release improvements. 
Controlling·Nonpoint Souree·Pollution from 
TVA Properties 
TVA has f<ie-owned lands and flowage easement rights 
along its reservoirs. Fee-owned lands located above the 
normal maximum pool are managed under short-term re­
newable license or long-tam( land use. agreements for 
multipurpose uses that include • agriculture, recreation, 
wildlife, and silviculture. 
Since 1981 TV('.' has been re�Xignized by the State of 
Tennessee and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) as tpe management agency for controlling nonpeint 
source pollution emanating from properti.es under TVA 
custody or control. Jhis recognition is P.ursuant lo Section 
208(c) of the Clean Water Act of 1977 and its implement­
ing regulations, 40 CFR 35.152f-3. A memorandum of 
understanding between TVA and the State of Alabama for 
similar recognition in that State is being finalized and 
agreements are being pursued with" the live other Valley 
States. 
• 
· 
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As a recognized management agency TVA h!lll devel­
oped l?rovisions to be included in deeds, easements, 
leases, and li¢enses requiring the use of best manage­
. ment practices (BMP's) for controlling erosion and' sedi­
mentation resulting from land disturbing activities. Special 
procedures now used in issuing agricultural licenses en­
sure that TVA lands are suitable for row crops and that 
State-approved BMP's are followed to protect water qual­
ity and the rong-term agricultural capability of the land..ln 
addition, TVA has developed BMP's for timber harvesting 
activities on TVA lands. 
Reservoir Water Quality Management Plans 
TVA reservoirs, like large S)lttling basins, are particularly 
vulnerable to nonpoint source pollution. The beneficial ef­
fects of reservoirs on water quality are well documented 
as are the consequences of uncontrolled nonpoint source 
pollution (Churchill, 1957; Clark et al. 1980). Improving 
and protecting water quality in the TVA reservoir system is 
the major reason behind TVfl{s involvement in nonpoint 
source pollution control. The cornerstone of TVfl{s efforts 
is the Reservoir Water Quality' Management Plan. 
Through its reservoir water quality management plan­
ning proce1;9 TVA has an active. role' in defining water 
quality problem areas, identifying corrective actions, and 
implementing appropria\e management actions. These 
plans help States carry out their regulatory programs and 
I II 
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guide TVA itself in operating and managing the reservoir 
system. 
T he reservoir management planning process includes 
the following five phases: 
1 .  Identifying water quality problems and management 
issues. 
2. Developing a data base appropriate to the problems 
and needs identified. 
3. Identifying cause and effect relationships and using 
those relationships to predict changes in water quality that 
would result from applying alternative pollution control 
strategies 'and further development. 
4. Developing a management plan that synthesizes the 
information into recommendations for correcting existing 
use impairments and preventing future water quality prob­
lems. 
5. Implementing the management plan recommenda­
tions. 
Bx the end of 1985 TVA will have completed manage­
mefll plans for five reservoirs,and be well into the imple­
mentation phase (Tenn. Valley Author. ,  1984b). T hree 
other reservoirs will have management plans in one of the 
other four phases. 
Septic Tank Soil Suitability Analysis 
Soil conditions along the reservoir shorelines of many TVA 
reservoirs are unsuitable for conventional septic tank soil 
absorption systems. Because of this, many conventional 
systems aie failing and may· be contributing bacteria and 
nutrients to TVA reservoirs. In 1985 TVA is attempting to 
document the extent of water quality degradation resulting 
irom falling septic tank systems along rese{llo,ir proper­
ties. To COJI)bat this nonpoint source T VA is providing' guid­
ance io local and State health departments 'and land de­
velpperll. on t,he capability of .shoreline prciperti�s to 
handle on:;ite sewage disposal systems. Jhis.guidance is 
a conceptual plan that identifies shoreline prqperties suit­
able for conventional or alternative onsite systems and 
also properties not suitab,le for any type of onsite system. 
In· the latter ciBse these properties must be sewered or 
remain undeveloped. T his analysi)l is perfor.pled using soil 
survey injorination digitized on TV/l<s Geographic Infor­
mation System. T he soil suitability analyses are per­
formed ,by an ,experienced soil scientist and environmen­
tal engin!ler . familiar with the soil requirements for 
conventional.and alternative onsite systems. Conceptual 
"plans hljV!I been completed for two TVA reservoirs (Sa­
gona, '1985); another is scheduled to be cdmpleted in 
1985. 
,Reservoir Release Improvements 
NonROiQt sources contribute to the natural dissolved· oxy­
gen-dep]etion processes occurring in TV/l<s deep, ther­
mally stratified reservoirs. T he primary result of this dis­
solved oxygen depletion is almost 300 miles of stream 
beloW TVA cams that are low in dissolved oxygen. One 
way of dealing with this condition is to increase the dis­
solvedox}tgen at the paint of release, the dam. In 1981 
TVA begari a 3-year experimental program designed to 
Study and test alternative methods of enhancing dissolved 
oxygen levels in reservoir releases. T his program has 
beeh v�ry successful (Tenn. Valley Author. 1984c). The 
[1]1plementalion ptiase will probably continue for at' least 
another 3 years. · .• · To ·complement the reservoir release improvemen! pro­
gram, jn 1985 TVA initiated a basin rehabilitation project 
forJhe SOuth Fork Holston River. One of the purposes of 
lhis'project is to reduce point and nonpoint source contri­
butions in the watershed above two TVA reservoirs experi­
encing disSolved oxygen depletion. The results of this 
projeCt will help TVA determine the degree of improve­
ment that could be expected from improved reservoir 
quality. 
RESOURCE ENHANCEMENT 
An adequate supply of water capable of supporting a vari­
ety of beneficial uses is essential to economic growth and 
future development that may be in the public interest. The 
resolution of nonpoint source-related water quality prob­
lems will aid TV/l<s efforts to promote natural resource­
based economic development. 
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T hree activities that support TV/l<s resource enhance­
ment .role include: (1) Identification of nonpoint source 
problem areas, (2) serving in a facilitator role to resolve 
nonpoint source pollution problems, and (3) conducting 
demonstrations of solutions to nonpoint source problems. 
Identification of Nonpoint Sources 
T hree years after its creation in 1936 TVA conducted a 
survey of water pollution in the Tennessee River (Scott, 
1941). Since that. time water quality ·monitoring and as­
sessmentS have continued to be a key component of 
TVA's water reS(lurces programs. Although the emphasis 
of the monitoring program has shifted from time to time, 
the primary objective remains: to identify problem areas 
and evaluate the-effectiveness of corrective actions. Tradi­
tional TVA ambient monitoring programs have b�n only 
partially· effectivEi In identifying nonpoint source-related 
problems; iherefore, TVA has recently turned to intensive 
surveys of suspected 'problem areas with rainfall' event 
sampling lor targeted water.quality parameieis (Milligan et 
al. 1984; Carriker'and Mullins, 1963). 
The diffuse nature of nonpoint source pollution coupled 
with its seasonal and hydrologic variation make source 
identification technically difficult and expensive. TVA uses 
aerial photography and stereoscopic interpretation tech­
niques to reduce costs and improve the extent of cover­
age and accuracy of nonpoint source identification. T hese 
techniques are not new. However, their extensive use in 
identifying nonpoint sources is new. 
TVA uses color infrared photography and personnel 
trained in the characterization of nonpoint source pollution 
from aerial photographs to identify animal waste runoff 
and failihg septic tanks. In cooperation with the Soil Con­
servation Service (SCS) district conservationist, aerial 
photography and county soil survey information is .also 
used to estimate soil erosion rates from individual farm 
fields. 
F)esults of all TVA monitoring and data analysis are 
made available to the State regulatory agencies. TVA data 
complements the State's monitoring programs and helps 
to prioritize problem areas. When nonpoint source prob­
lems are identififld, the Valley States initiate appropriate 
regulatory or voluntary cleanup actions and often TVA co­
operates in the problem resolution process. 
Catalyst for Solving Water Problems 
-
When a nonpoint source .water quality problem is identi-
fied, TVA works cooperatively with State and other Federal 
agencies to solve .the problem. TVA uses the data col­
lected during the problem identification phase to focus 
public attention on priority problems and issues. TVA en­
courages public invojyemimt in controlling nonpoint 
sources. One approach that has been effective in correct­
jng some of the more complex ·water quality problems in 
the Tennessee Valley has been the formation of an inter­
agency task force to plan and direct cleanup activities. 
Federal agencies such � SCS, Agricultural Stabilization 
and, Conservation Service ({\SCS), U.S. Geological Sur-
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vgy, and EPA, along with the State regulatory agencies 
have worked cooperatively with TVA on nonpoint source 
pollution problems. 
Demonstration of Solutions to Nonpoint 
Source Problems 
Often the correction of a nonpoint source problem cannot 
proceed because cost-effective corrective techniques are 
not available. In the case of high-priority problems TVA 
develops and implements projects to demonstrate effec­
tive and economical solutions. TVA demonstrations also 
serve as an education tool to encourage participation in 
water quality improvement efforts. On one such project 
that involved reclamation of abandoned mineral mine 
lands, TVA developed a minimal land reclamation tech­
nique that controls offsite erosion at a low cost of $2,470/ 
hectare ($1 ,000/acre) (Muncy, 1981). This demonstration 
encouraged the State's legislature to provide funding to 
the county governments to complete the project. The end 
result was the control of erosion from over 242 heCtares 
(600 acres) of abandoned mine lands, erosion that was 
adversely affecting downstream water supplies and con­
tributing to the siltation of TVA reservoirs. 
)n another project TVA is working with SCS, ASCS, and 
farmers to control animal waste runoff in a major tributary 
watershed. While helping farmers install animal waste 
systems WA is developing information on the amount of 
cost-share necessary to stimulate landowner interest and 
identify the animal waste treatment components with the 
most water quality benefits. Through this demonstration 
animal waste treatment system desjgns have been Im­
proved and eduCational material on operation and mainte­
nance ot animal waste systems has been' developed._ 
r 
CONCLUSION , 
TV/lis role as a stiw,ard for the water resources of the 
Tennessee Valley and its mission of resource enhance-
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men! dictates an· active involVement in' helping control 
nonpoint source pollution. The lack of direct regulatory 
responsibility for pollution control should not discourage 
water resources agencies in v.:orking cooperatively' with 
others to resolve nonpoint source pollution problems. The 
fact that TVA is not burdened w\th regulatory responsibili­
ties provides more opportunities and flexibility in dealing 
with nonpoint sources. 
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COMPREHENSIVE PROTECTION FOR TWO MULTIPURPOSE 
RESERVOIRS IN CENTRAL NORTH CAROLINA-EPA'S NATIONAL 
NONPOINT SOURCE POLICY CAN WORK 
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Research Triangle Park, North Carolina 
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North Carolina Department of Natural 
Resources and Community Development 
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�---- ABSTRACT ------, 
Federal, State, and local agencies are carrying out an 
aggressive watershed protectioniJrogram. tQ prevent de­
radation of two new multipurpose reservoirs in the Ra­
IQigh-Durham-Chapel Hill area of North Carolina. The 
U.S. Army Corps of EngiiJe�rs impoUiided the 8. �verett 
Jordan Lake and Falls of the Neuse Reserlloirs in 1981 
.and 1983 for flood �antral, recreation, and water suppJy. 
With a drainage area of almost 6,500. km2, t�e reservoirs 
have a combined surface area of ·1 0,000 ha, and repre­
sent, a potential raw water source of 200 million gallons 
per day. An interagency strategy was developed in re­
sponse to growing public demands for water supply pro­
tection amid accelerating urban development and evi­
dence of excessive nutrients in the re�e�oirs. The 
strategy is preventive in focus-:non� of, the inlend�d 
useS has yet been impaired. Phpsphorus removal will be 
required from all new WaStew8ter discharges, anQ from 
sEtl�cted --existin9 facilities h) th� wateJ�h8dS. The ·North 
'Carolina General Assembly ·will consider-a stateWii:le l;lan 
on \he ,sale of phosphate-containing laundry detergents 
during its 1985 session. Cities and counties have enacted 
land use controls. and a $2 million a year State-funded 
cost-share program i.s helping farmers finance much­
needed agricultural BMP's in qritical portions of the wa­
tersheds. Initial success of the overall strategy appears to 
support the principles of EPA's proposed National Non­
point Source Policy. 
The B. Everett Jordan and Falls of the Neuse Reservoirs 
lie in North Carolina's piedmont physiographic province 
(Fig. 1). The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers impounded 
the lakes in 1981 and 1983 for flood cOntrol, recreation, 
and water supply. With a combined drainage area of 2,500 
square miles, they represent a potential raw water source 
of 200 mgd for the Research Triangle area of Raleigh, 
Durham, and Chapel Hill, North Carolina. 
Local officials and the general public recognizing the 
reservoirs' value to the region have demanded increased 
protection during an unprecedented period of economic 
growth and development. Although a great deal of public 
and editorial attention has focused on possible water qual­
ity effects of urbanization, none pf the intended uses of 
either lake have yet been impaired. The Falls/Jordan wa­
tershed efforts described here represent an Important 
public commitment to preventive-rather than correc­
tive-action. 
Efforts begun in 1983 have resulted in several accom-
plishments: . 
• Phosphorus removal is now required at all new 
wastewater plants in the 2,500 square-mile watershed and 
at selected existing facilities. 
• The North Carolina House of Representatives ap­
proved a ban .on the sale of phosphate detergents (to be 
considered by the State Senate in 1986). 
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• Cities and counties have enacted aggressive and 
controversial land use controls for new development re­
stricting sewer extension policies, impervious surface cov­
erage, gross density, industrial siting, underground chemi­
cal and petroleum storage, and vegetated stream. buffer 
requirements. 
• The North Carolina General Assembly .created a 
State-funded cost-share program lor agricultural conser­
vation practices, and.provided a two million dollar biennial 
appropriation for use by 15 counties in the State's desig­
nated Nutrient Sensitive Watersheds. 
THE WATERSHEDS 
T'!'Jie 1.highlights.sj!�eral fe�tures, of the.Falls and Jord<tn 
watersheds. Both lakes are shallow, with mean depths ol 
12 and 16 feet, respectively. Wastewater treatment ,plant 
effluent equals or exceeds the volu_me of natural stream­
flow entering the lakes during low flow periods. Both wa­
tersheds are large and heavily populated, 'containing 
about 10 percent of North Carolina's total.population (Div. 
Environ. Manage. 1983). 
Figure 2 depicts gross land use and phosphorus load­
ing. Approximately 63 percent of the land is forested, and 
28 percent is in agricultural use (tobacco, corn, poult!)\ 
dairy, and hog production). The relatively small proportion 
(9 percent) of urbanized land is replacing forested and 
agricultural areas at an increasing rate. The largest trac­
tion of phosphorus rnput (55 percent) comes from munici­
pal wastewater plants, none of which removed phos­
phorus before the current initiative (Div. Environ. Manage. 
1983). 
Falls and Jordan Lakes are two of the most highly en­
riched water bodies in North Carolina, but their quality 
tends to be typical of mainstem piedmont reservoirs in the 
southeastern United States. Low Secchi depths are due to 
high algal biomass and inorganic sediment; pH and dis­
solved oxygen data reflect the high productivity, photosyn­
thesis, and thermal stratification of hot summer condi­
tions. Phosphorus and chlorophyll a concentrations, 
which clearly exceed "acceP.table" levels tor northern 
Figure 1.-Locatlon map of Falls and Jordan Lake water­
sheds, North carolina. 
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lllble 1 .-Selected hydrologic and morphometric features 
of the Falls and Jordan Lake watersheds,-North carolina 
(Div. Environ. Manage. 1983) . .  
Falls .Jordan 
Surface Area (ac) 12,500 14,300 
Volume (ao-11) 154,000 235,000 
Mesn Depth (II) 12.3 16.4 
Streamflow (cis) 
Mean annual 600 1700 
7010 17 76 
WWTP Flow (cis) 16 143 
1.'/atershed (sq mi) no 1690 
Population 150,000 460,000 
-
Table 2.-Generallzed summertime water quality data, Falls 
and Jordan Lakes, North carolina (Correale, 1985). 
Surface Bottom 
Conductivity 100 250 
Secchi (II) 2.5 
pH 9.3 6.5. 
D.O. (% sat.) 130 0 
Total P (!.gil) 60 350 
Chi a (!.gil) 100 
temperate lakes, have not resuRed in algal mat formation, 
and· do not .represent nuiSance condHions in •Falls and 
Jordan Reservoirs. Table· 2 ·.displays generalized water 
quality data 'Tepresenting•surface and bottom conditions 
typical of hot summer P,Briods .. 
ln..addition to n�trients,•watershed protection strategies 
have focused-on sediment loads;and the' possible pres­
ence of toxic materials. The North Carolina Environmental 
Management Commission classified both reservoirs as 
l)ubliq water supply sources but will not authorize the pota­
ble use of �ordan Lake until more data are gathered abollt 
trace metals and .synthetic organic chemicals present in 
lhewater!lhed (Environ.'Manage. Comm. 1983). Local offi­
cials and ttje genetal public have consistently demanded 
assurances that the potential 200 mgd water supply will be 
safe for consumption. To date, no synthetic organic chemi­
cals have been measurable in ·either Falls or Jotdan Lake 
(Div. Environ. Manage. 1 985a). 
LAND' USE 
2460 sq mi 
' 
" 
PUBLIC CONCERN 
A high and suStained public concern expressed by local 
governing bodies, newspaper editorials, and radio!TV fea­
tures was an important factor·behind the Falls/Jordan wa­
tershed protection effort. The reservoirs' recent impound­
ment occurred during a period of unprecedented growth 
in the Research Triangle area. A proliferation of new subd� 
visions, ofllce parks, and shopping centers had height­
ened tile public's awareness of potential water quality ef­
fects on their new reservoirs. 
Chronology 
The period from impoundment to active protection encom­
passed several activities in the following order: 
Construction/Impoundment. ,Jorq!ln and Falls Reser­
voirs were filled i,n,1981 and 1 983, respective�}! 
Call for Actloh. A reSounding eall' (or. action, as de­
scribed above, received a quick and pos1tive election year 
response from cabinet level state officials. 
Steering Committee. The Secretary of North Carol� 
na's Dep!lrlment of· Nat4ral Resourci!S and Comm,unity. 
Development (!>IRCD) created a Steering Committee of 
mayors and county b9ard chairmen from:e11ch of the 16 
political jurisdictions in the Falls and Jordan watE!rsheds. 
,Nutrient Sensitive Designation. The North Carolina 
Environmental Management Commission classified the 
Falls and Jordan watersheds "NutriE�n) Sensitiv�,'' provid­
ing an .,explicit regulatory mechanism for point source 
phosphorus control. 
Point al'!d t-�qnpoint Tradeoffs. Ttie S.ecra,tary of 
NRCD proposed a basic tradeoff: "If you (local govern­
lllents) take certain �ions to reduce nonppint runoft in 
your jurisdictions, then we (State government) might not 
have to· require phosphorus removal at your treatment 
plants . . . " ·; 
State-Local Action Plan. State anp local officials 
agreed to !I �mi-formal "action agenda''·setting basic 
goal,s and responsibilities for the participants. 
lmplell)entatlon, 
PHOSPHORUS LO�DlNG 
1 ,800,000 lbs/yr 
Municipal 
WWTPslr---J 
55% 
FigOW. '2.-Gross land uae and phosphorus loading, Falls and Jordan Lake watersheds (combined data), North caro-
llria (Div. Environ. Manage. 1983). · 
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PERSPECTIVES ON NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION 
THE STATE-LOCAL ACTION PLAN 
As noted in Table 3, basic targets of the Action Plan were 
agricultural and urban runoff, point source phosphorus, 
and .hazardous materials leaks and spills. 
One of the most significant accomplishments to date 
has been the passage of a $? million biennial state cost­
share program which provides up to 75 percent funding 
for agricultural best management practices (BMP's). (The 
Orange Water and Sewer Authori�, serving Chapel Hill, 
also offers up to 50 percent of the remaining costs, 
thereby reducing the private share to t2.5 percent of total 
BMP cost in certain portions of the Jordan watershed.) 
Another area of substantial progress has been the adop­
tion of aggressive land use controls by nearby cities and 
counties. 
LOCAL LAND USE GUIDELINES­
MANAGING THE TYPE AND LOCATION 
OF NEW'DEVELOPMI;NT 
The Triangle J Council of Governments developed a three­
tiered set of recommendalions for the type and location of 
new development in the watersheds based on the princi­
ple of providing greater protection to areas' closest to the 
lakes (Triangle J, 1984). The three tiers correspond gener­
ally to distance from the resenioirs: 
• Water Quality Critical Areas-Land within one mile of 
the shoreflne. 
• · Umlted lndusuy"Areas-Land beyond the Critical Ar­
eas, but within public water supply portions of tile water­
shed. 
• Basinwide Guidelines-All land throughout the· Feills 
and Jordan watersheds. 
Water Qualify Critical Areas. The strictest and most 
eontrovetsial recommendations applied to the Critical Ar­
eas within 1 mile ofeach lake. The primary goal was to 
minimize urban runoff and the risk of chemicill spills l:iy 
rriiiintainilig the patterns of low intensity rural residential 
development that already existed. Accordingly, the 'guide­
lines called for a: 6 percent limit on impervious covera:ge; 
no new industrial development whatsoever; and, ·no mu­
nicipal sewer extensions into the Water Quality Critical 
Areas. 
Limited Industry Areas. Beyond the Critical Areas, but 
within water supply portions of the waters�eds, the guide­
lines were less restrictive, and focused on special safe­
guards for industries that US!>, produce, store, or transport 
specified amounts of certain hazardous materials. Before 
receiving a local development permit in a Limited Industry 
Area, the applicant would have to provide detailed infor-
Table 3.-Major elements of the State-local action plan lor 
•· Falls and Jordan Lakes, North carolina (Grimsley, 1983). 
Agricultural runoff 
• State funding fOr .agricultural cost-share program 
Urban runoff from new develofJment 
• Stricter zoning and land use controls by local 
governments 
• Stormwater man�ment requirements' for water quality 
control ' 
• Local erosion & sediment programs for new construction 
Point source phosphorus removal 
• Phosphate detergent ban 
• Phosphorus removal to 1 mg/Lg at selected treatment 
.plants 
Htiiiudous materials 
• Local inventories of use, storage, production 
• Contingency response plans for leaks and spills 
� Additional toxi� research and monitoring by state 
agencies 
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mation on materials present on site, special plans for con­
taining and cleaning up any spills, and compliance with 
s�ing and monitoring standards for chemical storage 
tanks. 
Basinwide Guidelines. Beyond the Water Quality Criti­
cal �nd Limited Industry Areas, certain recommendations 
applied to new development throughout the 2,500 sq'uare 
mile watershed. These included controlling 'I• inch of run­
off from all impervious surfaces (preferably through natu­
ral infiltration), maintaining 50-foot vegetated buffers 
along all streams, and adopting 12 and 30 percent imper­
vious limits for sewered and unsewered · areas, respec­
tivel)< 
Nearby cities and counties have made substantial pro­
gress incorporating these of!en unpopular guidelines into 
local zoning ordinance's and subdivision regulations. De­
tails of local programs in the Falls and Jordan watersheds 
are reported elsewhere (Triangle J, 1985). 
OTI:IER ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
In addition to aggressive local development controls and 
the agricultural cost-share program, other accomplish­
ments are notable: 
Phosphate Detergent Ban. The North Carolina House 
of Representatives passed legislation banning the sale of 
household detergents containing more 1harr 0.5 percent 
phosphorus in1he Falls'and Jordan·watershed&: The·de­
tergent ban has been widely supported by citizens and 
local !)overnments, but is :vigorously opposed by industry 
groups led by, the Soap and Detergent Association. The 
legislation will be i:onsidered.by'North ·Carolin"a's Senate 
in 1986. 
Expanded Toxlcs Program. Concern about the possi­
ble·presence'of toxic 'chemicals in the water of Falls and 
Jordan Lakes highlighted"a'statewide need for additional 
chemical· find biological mon�oring of NOrth 'Cafolina's 
waters. In response, the General· Assembly appropriated 
lunas to expand the State's water quality lnonitoring net­
work and'analytical capability for tOXiC 'SUbstances. 
lncreBsed Public Awareness. An ·important. result of 
the Falls/Jordan initiative has been 1he greater aware­
ness, support, and commitment to a sophisticated menu 
of water quality issues by the general public and elected 
officials of the Research .Triangle area. 
· 
FACTORS FOR SUCCESS 
In terms of substantial State and local efforts focused on a 
complex problem and an action-oriented commitment by a 
wide range ol agencies and interest groups, the Falls/ 
Jordan watershed project has been more successful than 
other initiatives in North Carolina and elsewhere. Several 
factors contributed to these accomplishments. 
Common P,ercepll\)n otA Problem. Th!l overall reser­
voir strategy has beeri preventive. To date, , none of the 
intended u�es of eithel:)ake have been impaired by water 
quality problems. Jllevertheless, 'watershed efforts drew 
strength from a sustained and widespread sense of public 
urgency, due in part to the general aw11reness that Raleigh 
would soon depend solely on Falls Lake for its water sup­
ply, and that the region's, spectaC\Jiar econofnic growth 
included some unwanted side effects: unsightly commer­
cial development, traffic con'gestion, and water pollution. 
Much of the urgency to "do something" wa$ expressed in 
the deliberationS' of local policy board arid in editorials of 
local newspapers. · . •  
Effective Political Leadership. A q!Jick and incisive 
response by Governor James B. Hunt, Jr. and Natural 
Resources Secretary Joseph W. -Grimsley createQ an ad 
hoc steering committee of.mayo(s anq counll{.Qoard chair-
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men from 16  jurisdictions in the watersheds, and mob� 
lized the resources of state and local government into a 
working partnership. The clear commitment of key State 
and local leaders provided the administrative momentum 
for overcoming traditional bureaucratic barriers. 
Elq)ertlse in Place. Technical work and policy recom­
mendations for the Falls/Jordan strategy were drafted by 
existing State, Federal, and local staff well versed in the 
array of land use-water quality issues. Most of the techni­
qal lnformation on nutrient loading, sediment sources, and 
hydrology had been developed previously by the North 
Carolina Division of Environmental Management, the 
USDA Soil Conservation Service, county Soil and Water 
Conservation Districts, and the Triangle J Council of Gov­
ernments. Given the top level political commitment for 
action, it remained only to organize relevant technical in­
formation into a coherent policy framework and implemen­
tation program. 
The 208 Experience. Many key agencies and individ­
uals at both the State and areawide levels had developed 
their Willer quality management expertise and familiarity 
with nonpoint pollution issues through EPA's 208 process. 
In some ways, Falls and Jordan became the "main event" 
for which earlier 208 exercises were the warmup. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A comprehensive program for protecting the 2,500 square 
mile watershed of two multipurpose reservoirs is being 
accomplished . by State and local governments in central 
North Carolina. The preventive strategy includes phos­
phorus removal at selected treatment plants; a phosphate 
detergent ban; State-funded cost-share.program for agri­
cultural BMP's; local development restrictions on imperv� 
ous eoverage, density, industrial siting, hazardous matelj: 
als storage, and utility extension policies. State and local 
political leaders effectively mobilized existing expertise 
and public concern about the effects of rapid economic 
growth on the region's two new reservoirs. 
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